Who we are is just as important as what we do and why we do it. That's why we bring together students and faculty with diverse experiences, backgrounds, and goals to analyze, create, and innovate in our interdisciplinary programs. Our students pair technical expertise with skills in business and communications, combining this knowledge with the cultural agility to thrive in any setting.

We know how technology works. We analyze information to create intelligent action. But most importantly, we integrate these ideas into our human environment to understand how to change our world for the better. It's who we are.

**IST at a Glance**

- **1462** Undergraduate Students
- **4 Majors** / **15 Minors**
- **18 Penn State Campuses** offering IST courses and programs
- **14 Countries & Territories** represented
- **3.50-3.93** GPA Middle 50% accepted students (2017)
- **15%** Underrepresented Students
- **Pennsylvania** residents **58%**
- **38 States** represented
- **76% Men** / **24% Women**

ist.psu.edu  @ISTatPennState  facebook  twitter  instagram
IST students are in high demand. Their technical expertise combined with skills in business and communications make them versatile leaders in a variety of fields. Here are just a few of the innovative organizations hiring our students.

WHERE OUR GRADUATES WORK

35% CONSULTING
19% TECHNOLOGY/ENERGY
17% FINANCE
14% GOVERNMENT/DEFENSE CONTRACTING
6% INSURANCE/HEALTHCARE
9% ALL OTHER EMPLOYERS

84% OF STUDENTS OFFERED A JOB BY A COMPANY THEY’VE INTERNED WITH
$65K AVERAGE STARTING SALARY FOR BACHELOR’S DEGREE RECIPIENTS
$6K AVERAGE SIGNING BONUS FOR BACHELOR’S DEGREE RECIPIENTS
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